Infant Language: 
Light Box Pictures

Learning Value:
This activity promotes development and learning by encouraging children to develop a sense of identity and belonging.

Materials Needed:
- Clear storage container with LED lights or flashlight inside to make a light box (tape the container closed for safety)
- 3" x 5" Pictures of familiar people or things printed on transparency paper
- Tape
- Craft sticks

Participants:
This activity requires adult/child interaction.

Directions:
Step 1: Cut out the photos and make a frame around each with craft sticks. Use tape to secure.
Step 2: Turn on the container light box and place the pictures on top.
Step 3: Talk about the pictures with your baby. Observe which picture your baby looks at or touches. Speak about what or who you see in the picture. Tell a story or a memory about that person or thing. As your infant makes noises, make the same noise back.